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trabecular meshwork. How do you
stop a charley horse? You massage,
stretch, relax, and feed the body
better.
Almost all my 358 keratoconics are

high achievers, do mostly near-point
tasks throughout the day, are detail
oriented, introspective, analytical,
and most have A+ personalities
Is it possible they don’t use their
energy efficiently and lose flexibility
so when tremendous stress comes
on (death in the family, divorce, job
pressures, or overloads) the cornea
makes a curvature change under a
wel ft lens they wore comfortably
for years? When a person is stressed,
accommodation tightens and
tunnel vision ensues. Everyone has
a pressure point for stress, so my
theory is many cones hold it in their
ciliary muscle. Accommodative stress
is a catalyst to the progression of
keratoconus.
When high stress happened, years

ago before I started adding a holistic
approach and partnering more with
the patients for their overall wellness.
I would often refit these patients
because the lens was not fitting
properly. Since adding a holistic
approach and partnering more with
the patients for their overall wellness,
I am doing approximately 70% less
refits because the patient is more
proactive and balanced to handle
stress, from my observations. If you
work or play optimally with the least
amount of time and energy because
of improved visual efficiency, is this
better for your confidence, trust,
and quality of life? I’ve found out
these cases have better long-term

results by allowing the informed
patient to partner with their eye care
professional

CriticIsm of soft CLs for
containment
Improved vision is a big factor for
these patients, and soft contacts
allow the corneal distortion to diffract
as well as refract the light information
coming into the eye. A well-fit superior
intermediate aligned ARGP aligned
to the whole cornea, especially the
flatter periphery, eventually creates
more symmetry and a less wavy
appearance, with proper changes in
lenses as the cornea is reformed, This
ARGP will refract more light rays and
cause little, if any, diffraction if it is
well centred, peripherally aligned and
moves vertically with the lids. With
ARGP lenses fit more in alignment to
the 9th ring using corneal topography,
there seems to be at least two or
more lines of acuity improvement
compared to soft and RGP spherical
apically aligned or clearance fits.
when your patient can now see
better centrally, peripherally, globally
and efficiently with well fit ARGP5 it
stands to reason there is more quality,
quantity and better light information
entering the eye. If they see efficiently,
they perform to their true and top
potential.
We ought to look at the whole

patient and enhance the big picture
(efficient global seeing). When
accommodation ranges are higher
and more balanced in stimulation
and relaxation, it affects the entire
body, helping build a buffer or
reserve against stress Putting early

cones in glasses (a prison of prisms),
soft contacts, not fully correcting
visual acuity and sucking onto an
asymmetrical part of the cornea
causes peripheral seal off, oedema
and neovascularity. We are fitting
the steeper corneal nipple without
looking at preserving what is living and
healthiest (superior cornea) which is
not the way Dr Bronstein, Dr Reynolds
and Dr lacono taught me to fit these
patients. These were just some of the
reasons they were very critical of soft
lenses in these patients

Future care and treatment
It is my opinion that most keratoconus
is caused by a ciliary muscle hyper
overload which can be triggered
by extreme emotional stress, It is
possible that keratoconus cases
have an overload stress in the ciliary
muscle thereby dropping lOP via the
connection of the trabecular meshwork
connecting to the ciliary body. This may
cause more distortion and invagination
in the inferior margin of the cone.
thereby causing more protruding and
steepening of the cone.
Keratoconus patients must be

responsible for controlling their disease
Internally as you, the doctor, control
the external cornea with contact lenses
and aligning the superior flattest 9th
corneal ring. if we fit just to align the
central apex of the cone; we will starve
the healthy superior cornea because of
a probable superior seal-off.
Ourjob is to preserve what is healthy

and enhance it. If we as doctors and
fitters are controlling the corneal
contour and giving the cone a more
spherical appearance by the proper
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